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ABSTRACT

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is evaluated by conducting various sensitivity ex-

periments over central California including the San Francisco BayArea (SFBA), with the goal of establishing

aWRFmodel configuration to be used by theBayAreaAirQualityManagementDistrict (BAAQMD) for its

air quality applications. For the two selected cases, a winter particulate matter case and a summer ozone case,

WRF solutions are evaluated both quantitatively by comparing the error statistics and qualitatively by an-

alyzing the model-simulated mesoscale features. Model evaluation is also performed for the SFBA, Sacra-

mento Valley, and San Joaquin Valley subregions. The recommendedWRF configuration includes use of the

Rapid Radiative Transfer Model/Dudhia (or RRTMG) radiation schemes and the Pleim–Xiu land surface

physics, combined with a multiscale four-dimensional data assimilation strategy throughout the simulation

period to assimilate the available observations, including standard observations from the World Meteoro-

logical Organization and local special observations. With the recommended model configuration, WRF is

able to simulate the meteorological variables with reasonable error, with the added value, although relatively

small, of assimilating the additional BAAQMD local special observations. Mesoscale features, simulated

reasonably well for both cases, include the upslope and downslope flows that occur along the mountains that

surround the Central Valley of California, as well as the mesoscale eddies that develop within the valley.

1. Introduction

Meteorological models commonly used to drive air-

chemistry models for air quality study include the fifth-

generation Pennsylvania State University–National

Center for Atmospheric Research (Penn State–NCAR)

Mesoscale Model (MM5; Grell et al. 1994), and the

Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF;

Skamarock et al. 2008). These models can provide

gridded meteorological fields that drive the air quality

models to predict the concentrations of air pollutants,

given the emissions information. Photochemical air

quality models such as the Community Multiscale Air

Quality (CMAQ) model (Byun and Schere 2006) and

ENVIRON International Corporation’s Comprehensive

Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx; Kumar and

Lurmann 1997) are widely used to simulate concentra-

tions of particulate matter (PM), air toxins, and ozone.

It has been shown that accurate meteorological con-

ditions represented in numerical weather prediction

models are critically important for air quality model-

ing (e.g., Tanrikulu et al. 2000; Deng et al. 2004; Otte

2008a,b).

The San Francisco Bay Area (SFBA) and the Central

Valley (CV) region of California are two locations that

constantly have high-pollution episodes due to their

special topographical features (e.g., large flat valley inter-

actingwith bothmarine incoming flows and themountain–

valley circulations). Therefore, numerous modeling studies

and air quality simulations have been made in an effort

to reduce the amount of air pollution found in these two

regions since the early 1990s (e.g., Stauffer and Seaman

1994; Seaman et al. 1995; Tanrikulu et al. 2000; Leidner

et al. 2001). Seaman et al. (1995) demonstrated the value

of using a multiscale four-dimensional data assimilation
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(FDDA) system in MM5 for simulations of episodes

associated with high ozone concentrations in the San

Joaquin Valley (SJV). The multiscale FDDA method

from Stauffer and Seaman (1994) produces representa-

tive simulations of wind, temperature, moisture, and

planetary boundary layer (PBL) heights, all of which are

critical for air quality modeling.

TheWRFmodel has been used in air quality studies in

California. Bao et al. (2008) showed that WRF is capa-

ble of simulating reasonably well many of the low-level

flows found in the CV.Michelson and Bao (2008) showed

that for typical summertime synoptic conditions, winds

simulated in the SacramentoValley (SV) and the northern

SJV are sensitive to large-scale forcing from the synoptic-

scale flow. The winds simulated in the southern SJV are

sensitive to soil initialization because the incomingmarine

flow veers into the SJV where it interacts and is modified

by the upslope and downslope flows along the CV.

Soong et al. (2006) evaluated the performance of the

MM5 and WRF models for an ozone episode in central

California from 31 July to 2 August 2000, and found that

both models simulated the wind and daytime tempera-

tures quite well in the CV; however, in the SFBA region,

both models overestimated the temperature along the

coast by about 58C and underestimated it in the SFBA

inland valleys by 38–58C. For the nighttime, the WRF

model overestimated temperatures by about 58C in most

areas. Similar to Bao et al. (2008) andMichelson and Bao

(2008), the WRF experiment did not use FDDA since

that capability was not available in WRF at the time of

the study. Thus, one of our research goals is to improve

WRF forecasts and evaluate the WRF performance over

the SFBA region when FDDA is utilized.

The Bay Area Air Quality Management District

(BAAQMD) has been using CMAQ and the CAMx

models to simulate air pollutant concentrations in the

SFBA region with meteorological inputs provided using

MM5. Since the development of the MM5 system has

been discontinued, the BAAQMD is interested in tran-

sitioning to WRF. The purpose of this study is to rec-

ommend a WRF model configuration for air quality

modeling over the SFBA and CV regions during both the

warm and cold seasons. Evaluations of the WRF model

performance using different model physics and FDDA

strategies are conducted, based on two high-pollution

cases: one for winter and one for summer.

Section 2 gives a description of the WRF modeling

system and the model physics and FDDA options used

in this study. An overview of the two selected cases is

presented in section 3. Section 4 details the configura-

tion of the WRF model and the experimental design.

Section 5 presents and describes the results of the model

experiments using statistical (quantitative) analysis and

subjective (qualitative) mesoscale analysis of the low-

level wind patterns and flows. Section 6 presents a sum-

mary of the findings and conclusions.

2. Model description

The Advanced Research dynamics solver of theWRF

model is the model of choice for this study and is fully

documented in Skamarock et al. (2008). Similar toMM5,

the WRF is a nonhydrostatic, fully compressible three-

dimensional (3D) primitive equationmodel with a terrain-

following, hydrostatic pressure vertical coordinate, and is

designed for simulating atmospheric phenomena across

scales ranging from large eddies (;100m) to mesoscale

circulations and waves (from ;100m to 1000km) to

synoptic-scale weather systems ($1000 km).

The WRF modeling system encompasses a variety of

physics options for microphysics, cumulus parameteri-

zation, atmospheric radiation, and planetary boundary

layer (PBL) turbulence physics and land surface models

(LSMs). For microphysics, this study uses the WRF

single-moment three-class (WSM3) simple ice scheme

(Hong et al. 2004) that assumes no mixed-phase condi-

tions. For cumulus parameterization, the Kain–Fritsch

scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1990; Kain 2004) is used on the

coarser grids. Two suites of radiation schemes are com-

pared: the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM;

Mlawer et al. 1997) longwave (LW)/Dudhia shortwave

(SW; Dudhia 1989) scheme and the RRTM for general

circulation models (GCMs) scheme (RRTMG; Iacono

et al. 2008). As in MM5, the RRTM scheme is used for

LW radiation in combination with the Dudhia SW

scheme (Dudhia 1989). The RRTMG scheme can be

used for both LWand SW. It is similar to RRTMbut with

improved efficiency for GCM applications, and a recent

intercomparison study showed that RRTMG had ex-

tremely small mean errors in solar flux at the surface and

at the top of the atmosphere (Oreopoulos et al. 2012).

Two different PBL physics schemes are used in this

study: the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)-predicting

Mellor–Yamada level-2.5 turbulent closure scheme

(MYJ PBL; Janji�c 1996, 2002) and the Asymmetrical

Convective Model, version 2 (ACM2), which is de-

signed for the Pleim–Xiu (PX) physics suite (Pleim

2007). The difference between the two is that the MYJ

is a local scheme in which the vertical mixing within the

same time step is allowed only between the adjacent

model layers and the PBL depth is determined by the

TKE profile, while ACM2 is a scheme with both local

diffusion and nonlocal transport terms, and the PBL

depth is determined by the stability.

For land surface processes, the five-layer thermal dif-

fusion scheme is evaluated along with three other LSMs:
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1) Noah LSM (Chen and Dudhia 2001), 2) Rapid Up-

date Cycle LSM (RUC, Smirnova et al. 1997, 2000),

and 3) PX LSM (Xiu and Pleim 2001; Pleim and Xiu

2003; Gilliam and Pleim 2010). The five-layer thermal

diffusion scheme is a soil temperature–only scheme,

with constant soil moisture values. The Noah LSM is

a four-layer soil temperature and moisture scheme and

includes root zone, evapotranspiration, soil drainage,

and runoff, taking into account vegetation categories,

monthly vegetation fraction, and soil texture. The scheme

can predict soil ice and snow cover. The RUC LSM is

a six-level soil temperature and moisture scheme that

contains a snow model that can account for changing

snow density, snow depth, refreezing liquid water, and

fractional snow cover. The PX LSM is a two-layer soil

temperature and moisture model, similar to Noah and

RUC, except that it contains two indirect nudging

schemes involved in the PX LSM. In the first scheme,

soil moisture is nudged according to the biases in 2-m

air temperature and relative humidity (RH) between the

model- and observation-based analyses (Pleim and Xiu

2003). In the second scheme, the deep soil temperature in

the soil temperature force–restore model is also nudged

according to the model bias in 2-m air temperature, but

only during nighttime (Pleim and Gilliam 2009).

The WRF modeling system also has FDDA capabil-

ities similar to those in MM5. The version of FDDA

used in this research was originally developed for MM5

at Penn State (Stauffer and Seaman 1990, 1994) and was

recently enhanced and implemented into WRF (Deng

et al. 2009). Further enhancements to the observation,

or obs, nudging technique in WRF have brought more

flexibility to control how surface observations influence

meteorology in aloft layers. As illustrated in Fig. 1,WRF

users have freedom to choose different vertical weight-

ing functions for the surface observations. In contrast,

the MM5 obs nudging capability is fixed to have sur-

face winds influence the lowest three model layers with

FIG. 1. Illustration of possible vertical weighting functions for surface observations. For each

of the eight examples, the horizontal axis is the weight (from 0 to 1) and the vertical axis is the

height from 0 (the ground) to zi 1 50 (50m above the top of the PBL). The dashed horizontal

lines indicate the surface and the PBL top. Column C is the default function for the unstable

PBL regime, and column F is the default function for the stable PBL regime.

FIG. 2. WRF nested grids showing the 4- (innermost), 12- (middle),

and 36-km (outermost) grids. Locations of San Francisco Bay Area,

Sacramento Valley and San Joaquin Valley are indicated by SFBA,

SV and SJV, respectively.
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linearly decreasing weights. WRF allows the surface ob-

servations to be spread through the entire PBL with full

strength for the unstable PBL regime (column C), and

then the weights decrease linearly to zero 50m above the

PBL top. For the stable PBL regimes, as the default,

WRF allows the surface observations to be spread up-

ward to 50m with full strength and then to linearly de-

crease to zero for the next 50m (column F). The default

surface data weighting functions (columns C and F) are

used for this study.

3. Case description

Two air pollution cases are chosen for this study: a

winter PM case starting at 1200 UTC 16 December and

ending at 1200 UTC 21 December 2000, representing

the cold-season weather conditions, and a summer ozone

case starting at 1200UTC 29 July and ending at 1200UTC

3 August 2000, representing the warm-season weather

conditions. As is typical for many air-pollution cases,

there was very little cloud and precipitation throughout

the study period for both periods of study.

Thewinter case period began at 1200UTC16December

2000 with an inverted trough just off the coast of Cal-

ifornia, associated with a surface high over northern

Nevada and a high to the west of the trough over the

Pacific Ocean. Temperatures were cooler over the land

than over the ocean, leading to easterly winds flowing

offshore. The winds over the SFBA and within the CV

were very light and northerly or northwesterly. Upper-

air analyses show that high pressure was centered over

western Nevada at the 850-hPa level (not shown) and a

ridge was over the entire western coastline of the United

States at 500hPa. The upper-level high and 500-hPa ridge

helped to reinforce the stable conditions at the surface.

These stable conditions allowed for the development of

an elevated PM episode.

Over the next 3 days the surface high off the California

coast strengthened and moved onshore over Utah and

California and maintained stable conditions. The surface

high and the ridge at both the 850- and 500-hPa levels

persisted throughout this time. On 21December, troughs

moved in from the Pacific Ocean at both the surface and

the 850-hPa level, signifying the end of the PM episode;

however, the ridge remained at 500hPa,maintaining weak

synoptic conditions.

At the beginning of the PMepisode, 24-h concentrations

of particulate matter smaller than 2.5mm in diameter

(PM2.5) were moderate in the SFBA, as well as in the

Sacramento area, about 14 and 20mgm23, respectively.

In the SJV, it was above the 24-h standard, around

39mgm23. As the episode developed, concentrations

increased throughout the study region, reaching

35mgm23 at San Jose, 37mgm23 at Sacramento,

48mgm23 at Fresno, and 53mgm23 at Bakersfield.

Starting from 20 December, concentrations signifi-

cantly dropped in the SFBA and the Sacramento area, to

around 20mgm23. The decrease was moderate in the

TABLE 1. FDDA configuration for WRF simulations for the winter PM case.

36 km 12km 4km

Expt Analysis nudging Obs nudging Analysis nudging Obs nudging Analysis nudging Obs nudging

NOFDDA No No No No No No

GFDDA Yes No Yes No No No

OFDDA No Yes No Yes No Yes

MFDDA Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

MFDDAwSP Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

TABLE 2.Multiscale FDDAparameters used in this study, whereG is the nudging coefficient, RINXY is the horizontal RIN used in obs

nudging, and TWINDO is the time window used in obs nudging. Note that RINXY is reduced by a factor of 0.5 for the surface and

increased by a factor of 2 at 500 hPa and above; TWINDO is reduced by a factor of 0.5 for the surface. Here, N/A indicates not applicable.

Analysis nudging Obs nudging

36 km 12 km 4km 36km 12 km 4km

G (1 s21) 0.0003 0.0001 N/A 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004

3D wind field Nudging all layers Nudging all layers N/A Nudging all layers Nudging all layers Nudging all layers

3D mass field Nudging above PBL Nudging above PBL N/A Nudging above PBL Nudging above PBL Nudging above PBL

Surface wind field Used within PBL Used within PBL N/A Used within PBL Used within PBL Used within PBL

Surface mass field Not used Not used N/A Not used Not used Not used

RINXY (km) N/A N/A N/A 150 100 100

TWINDO (h) N/A N/A N/A 2 2 2
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SJV, to around 40mgm23. Note that the majority of the

stations collected PM2.5 data every third day but not

necessarily on the same days.

The summer ozone case for this study is the same case

used by Bao et al. (2008). This period began at 1200UTC

29 July 2000 with a surface heat low south of the SJV and

an inverted trough extending from the low over several

West Coast states. High temperatures over the land led to

onshore flow along the coast with westerly winds ex-

tending over the SFBA and into the CV. High pressure

areas at both 850- and 500-hPa levels helped to reinforce

the stable conditions and light winds at all three levels

(i.e., surface, and 850 and 500hPa). These conditions led

to the onset of the ozone episode during this period. The

synoptic conditions persisted throughout the period with

the surface heat low located over California, and large

high pressure systems at the 850- and 500-hPa levels over

theWest Coast to maintain the weakly forced conditions,

thus allowing for high concentrations of ozone to persist

over the SFBA and the CV for days.

Ozone exceedance areas changed from region to re-

gion during the summer ozone episode. Ozone exceeded

the federal 1-h standard (124 parts per billion, or ppb)

in the SFBA on 31 July, in the Sacramento area on

1 August, and in the SJV on 2 August. The ozone exceed-

ance in the SFBA occurred at Livermore (126 ppb) at

1600 Pacific standard time (PST), in the Sacramento

area at Sloughhouse (133 ppb) at 1400 PST, and in SJV

at Edison (151 ppb) at 1300 PST.

4. Experimental design

a. WRF modeling configuration

This research uses WRF, version 3.2.1, with the grid

configuration composed of three nested grids with 36-,

12-, and 4-km grid spacings, with grid dimensions of 913
95 for the 36-km grid and 157 3 151 for the 12-km grid

(Fig. 2). The 4-km grid, with a horizontal mesh of 1903
190 grid points, contains the entire central California air

quality modeling grid. It consists of the SFBA and the

CV region that contains both the SV and the SJV. Fifty

vertical layers are used in all numerical experiments for

all grids. The lowest half layer is located at;12m above

ground level (AGL). The thickness of the layers increases

gradually with height, with 27 layers below 850 hPa

(;1550m AGL). The top of the model is defined at

100 hPa. One-way nesting is used for all experiments so

that information from the coarse grids translates to the

lateral boundaries of the fine grids but no information

from the fine grids translate to the coarse grids. Our pri-

mary interest is in the 4-km grid that is identical to the air

quality modeling grid routinely used at BAAQMD.

b. Data sources and description

To provide an effective FDDA on the 4-km grid, me-

teorological observations with mesobeta-scale (20–

200 km) resolution are needed. The conventional

World Meteorological Organization (WMO) observa-

tions (i.e., wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and

dewpoint temperature) from the National Weather

Service have sufficient resolution for synoptic-scale and

mesoalpha-scale (200–2000 km) phenomena but not for

TABLE 3. FDDA configuration for WRF simulations for the summer ozone case.

36 km 12 km 4km

Expt Analysis nudging Obs nudging Analysis nudging Obs nudging Analysis nudging Obs nudging

NOFDDA No No No No No No

MFDDA Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

MFDDAwSP Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

TABLE 4. WRF-simulated surface-layer MAEs for the winter

PM case, averaged over the entire 5-day period and over the entire

grid for each grid, starting 1200 UTC 16 Dec and ending 1200 UTC

21 Dec 2000, comparing four LSMs. The units for this and sub-

sequent tables are percent for RH, degrees Celsius for tempera-

ture, degrees for wind direction, and meters per second for wind

speed.

36 km 12km 4km

RH

Thermal diffusion 16.7 18.4 16.9

Noah 14.4 16.3 19.1

RUC 14.9 15.8 16.6

Pleim–Xiu 13.9 15.3 17.8

Temperature

Thermal diffusion 2.8 2.6 2.5

Noah 2.9 2.7 2.5

RUC 2.8 2.6 2.5

Pleim–Xiu 2.7 2.4 2.0

Wind direction

Thermal diffusion 49 53 48

Noah 49 53 47

RUC 49 52 49

Pleim–Xiu 49 52 47

Wind speed

Thermal diffusion 2.5 1.9 1.6

Noah 2.6 2.0 1.6

RUC 2.4 1.8 1.6

Pleim–Xiu 2.2 1.7 1.5
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the mesobeta-scale phenomena that can occur within

the CV and over the SFBA. Therefore, additional data

from two separate sources were obtained for this study:

routine surface data collected by the local air quality

management districts (referred to as AQS stations), and

upper-air data collected during the California Regional

Particulate Air Quality Study (Watson et al. 1998). For

the surface, in addition to the WMO observations, 97

AQS stations for the winter PM case and 94 for the

summer ozone case are used for FDDA. Additional sur-

face stations (67 for the winter PM case and 72 for the

summer ozone case) are not used in FDDA, but are used

for independent verification. For the upper air, in addition

to the WMO observations, the upper-air wind observa-

tions from the 19 wind profiler stations are assimilated.

All WRF simulations use the National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–NCAR 40-km Eta

Model analyses for the initial conditions and lateral

boundary conditions (ICs/LBCs). The IC fields are fur-

ther enhanced by rawinsonde and surface data through

theWRF objective analysis process, Obsgrid (Deng et al.

2009), using amodified Cressman analysis (Benjamin and

Seaman 1985). The 3Danalyses used for analysis-nudging

FDDA are also enhanced by the objective analysis pro-

cess and are defined at 6-h intervals, while the sur-

face analysis fields used for surface analysis FDDA are

generated by Obsgrid at 3-h intervals. All the observa-

tions are quality checked for erroneous data. These

quality-checked observations are used for both obs

nudging and model verification.

c. Model experiments

To achieve our goal of determining a recommended

model configuration, various WRF experiments, with

varying model physics and FDDA options, are con-

ducted. The investigation starts with comparing the use

of two radiation schemes, followed by comparing the

use of various LSMs to determine a recommended LSM

for the region. Since the cases chosen in this study are

relatively dry, it is important to note that varying micro-

physics schemes, cumulus parameterizations, and radia-

tion schemes will most likely not have an impact on the

simulations. Using the preferred model physics found as

the result of the sensitivity study for atmospheric radia-

tion, PBL, and the land surface processes as the baseline

model configuration, a set of WRF experiments with

varying FDDA strategies is conducted.

For the winter PM case, five FDDA simulations are

performed (Table 1): 1) NOFDDA, where no data as-

similation of any form is applied; 2) GFDDA, where

3D (excluding surface) analysis nudging is used on the

36- and 12-km grids; 3) OFDDA, where only obs nudging

FIG. 3. Surface MAEs for the winter PM case, averaged over the entire 5-day period and over the entire grid for each grid, starting

1200 UTC 16 Dec and ending 1200 UTC 21 Dec 2000 for the five FDDA numerical experiments for the WRF-simulated fields: (a) RH,

(b) temperature, (c) wind direction, and (d) wind speed.
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is used on all three grids, assimilating WMO and special

windprofiler data; 4)MFDDA, an experiment combining

3D analysis nudging (on the 36- and 12-km grids), surface

analysis nudging, and obs nudging (on all grids) within

a multiscale FDDA framework, assimilating only WMO

observations; and 5) MFDDAwSP, which is identical to

MFDDA except that in addition to the WMO observa-

tions, the 19 wind profiler and 97 surface observations

from the AQS meteorological network are also assimi-

lated. Note that for each FDDA experiment, FDDA is

used for the entire 5 days.

The FDDA strategies and the parameters used in the

FDDA experiments are shown in Table 2. Nudging of

the wind field is applied through all model layers, but

nudging of the mass fields (temperature andmoisture) is

only allowed above the model-simulated PBL so that

the PBL structure produced by the model is dominated

by the model physics. The radius of influence (RIN) for

the surface data is reduced to 50 km, as suggested by

Seaman et al. (1995) (i.e., by multiplying a factor of 0.5

to the specified value in Table 2) in obs nudging. Note

that as indicated in Table 2, within themultiscale FDDA

framework, similar to the 36-km grid, the analysis

nudging is also applied on the 12-km grid with reduced

strength (from 0.0003 to 0.0001 s21). This is designed to

allow the FDDA to be effective in reducing the model

errors on the 4-km grid but at the same time not causing

the mesobeta-scale features to be smoothed out by the

FDDA.

For the summer ozone case, based on the lessons

learned from the winter case, no individual FDDA

experiments (e.g., analysis nudging only or obs nudging

only) are conducted. Only three model simulations

are conducted, as indicated in Table 3: 1) NOFDDA;

2) MFDDA, similar to the MFDDA experiment from

the winter PM case, only the WMO surface and upper-

air observations are assimilated; and 3) MFDDAwSP,

similar to the MFDDAsWP from the winter case, with

the 94 AQS surface observations also assimilated. Note

that MFDDAwSP is set up slightly differently (i.e., no

wind profiler data are available). The FDDA parameters

for the summer case are the same for the winter case

shown in Table 2.

5. Meteorological model results

Evaluation of the WRF-simulated meteorological fea-

tures is accomplished by both quantitative and quali-

tative approaches. Quantitative evaluation is performed

by comparing the error statistical scores of the model-

simulatedwind speed, wind direction, temperatureT, and

RH. Mean absolute error (MAE) is calculated to mea-

sure how close the model values are compared to the

observed values. Mean error (ME) is calculated to

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for upper-air MAEs.
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measure the model bias for a given variable. MAE and

ME are computed for both the surface and upper air. For

the surface, themodel values from the lowestmodel layer

are compared with the surface observations. For the up-

per air, the model values are interpolated onto the ob-

servation locations in both horizontal and vertical

pressure space, and are then compared with the obser-

vations. A calm wind threshold was used in this study to

remove the very light winds (less than or equal to 1ms21)

for the wind direction statistics calculation because the

wind direction for near-calm wind is uncertain.

Horizontal charts of the WRF-simulated fields are

made at different vertical levels in order to qualitatively

analyze how well the model simulates these meteoro-

logical variables. The simulations are also analyzed to

determine if the model can capture and reasonably

simulate the mesoscale features that are specific to the

study region, such as the upslope and downslope flows

along the valley walls, the air flows into and out of the

CV, and the mesoscale eddies. Time series plots of sim-

ulated and observed winds and temperature are also

produced to help indicate how well the modeled and

observed values compare at individual locations.

a. Winter PM case

1) QUANTITATIVE VERIFICATION

The investigation began by comparing between the

WRF solutions found using the RRTM/Dudhia and the

RRTMG suites of radiation schemes. The MAE shows

that both radiation suites produce similar results for all

fourmeteorological variables (not shown). Since there is

no clear winner in the MAEs, either the RRTM/Dudhia

or the RRTMG radiation suite can be selected. How-

ever, since the RRTM/Dudhia radiation suite has been

in MM5 and WRF for years and has been well tested

(a critical factor for an operational model configuration),

it is chosen for all the numerical experiments conducted

in this study.

The next step is to evaluate the model performance

with different LSMs. The MAEs of the WRF-simulated

fields are compared among the five-layer thermal dif-

fusion scheme, the Noah LSM, the RUC LSM, and the

TABLE 5. WRF-simulated surface-layer MAEs verified against

the AQS independent observation dataset, for the winter PM case,

averaged over the entire 5-day period and over the entire grid for

each grid, starting 1200 UTC 16 Dec and ending 1200 UTC 21 Dec

2000, comparing NOFDDA and MFDDAwSP. Note that RH was

unavailable.

36 km 12 km 4km

Temperature

NOFDDA 2.8 2.4 2.2

MFDDAwSP 2.6 2.3 2.2

Wind direction

NOFDDA 67 55 50

MFDDAwSP 56 48 44

Wind speed

NOFDDA 1.7 1.5 1.3

MFDDAwSP 1.3 1.3 1.2

FIG. 5. WRF-simulated surface layer winds on the 4-km grid, overlaid with WMO observations at 0000 UTC 17 Dec 2000 for

(a) NOFDDA and (b) MFDDAwSP for the winter PM case. Note that the large open circles denote the locations of the three WMO

upper-air stations (Oakland, CA; Reno, NV; and Vandenberg Air Force Base, CA), and other symbols mark the locations of Livermore

(L), Fresno (F), Sacramento (S), Bakersfield (B), and Modesto (M). The background shading shows the terrain elevation (m).
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PX LSM. Note that the soil temperature and moisture

fields needed to initialize the LSMs are derived from

the NCEP–NCAR 40-km Eta Model analyses. Table 4

shows the MAEs of the WRF-simulated surface-layer

fields for the winter PM case. Comparing the PX results

with the results of the Noah and RUCmodels, as well as

the five-layer thermal diffusion scheme, it is found that

overall using the PX physics has a quite positive impact

(except for the 4-km grid RH field that is slightly worse

than that in the thermal diffusion and RUC LSM exper-

iments). Wind directions are comparable among all four

experiments, with PX having a slight advantage on the

4-km grid. Based on this evaluation, the PX LSM will be

used as part of the baseline configuration for the FDDA

simulations, along with the RRTM radiation scheme.

It is worth pointing out that our sensitivity experiments

(not shown) indicated that with the use of soil tempera-

ture andmoisture nudging,WRF solutions generally show

some improvement in the surface moisture and temper-

ature fields for the 36- and 12-km grids where the surface

analysis nudging is used, and the improvements are more

evident for temperature. It should also be noted that,

ideally, better results could be achieved if themodel is run

for at least 10 days to allow the deep soil temperature to

spin up, as suggested by Gilliam and Pleim (2010).

To demonstrate the effectiveness of FDDA in reduc-

ing model errors, Fig. 3 shows the MAEs of the WRF-

simulated surface fields for the five experiments that use

the combination of FDDAmethods described previously,

averaged over the entire 5-day period and over the entire

grid for each grid. The MAEs are computed using the

observations assimilated in obs nudging; thus, they mea-

sure the ‘‘closeness to fit’’ statistics. Note that comparing

MFDDA with MFDDAwSP demonstrates the effect of

assimilating the observations from the AQS meteorolog-

ical network. Also note that it is not our intention to

compare the statistical scores between different model

grids due to the different numbers of observations used in

the verification. It is shown in the surface MAE compar-

ison for RH and T (Figs. 3a and 3b) that although the

nudging of the mass fields is excluded from the PBL, the

indirect improvement due to the use of FDDA is still

evident for each grid, especially in both MFDDA experi-

ments on the 36- and 12-km grids. The MEs of the WRF-

simulated surfaceRHandT for bothMFDDAexperiments

(not shown) show very small dry biases (,5% on the

36- and 12-km grids and;10% on the 4-km grid) and little

temperature bias on all grids. Note that both of these sta-

tistics are comparable to the previous model studies, in-

dicating a very good simulation. For example, the simulated

MAEs of;1.6ms21 on the 36-km grid and;1.4ms21 on

the 12-km grid are similar to those reported in Gilliam

et al. (2006) on the same resolution grids; the MAE

value of;1.3m s21 on the 4-km grid is better than that

reported in Schroeder et al. (2006).

For wind fields, the use of FDDA clearly reduces the

MAE errors (Figs. 3c and 3d). Using multiscale FDDA

greatly reduces the wind directionMAEerrors (bymore

than 108 or about 25% in MFDDAwSP) relative to the

NOFDDA experiment. The errors are more signifi-

cantly reduced because the winds are assimilated at the

surface, unlike the moisture and the temperature. Be-

cause this is a weakly forced case with light winds, the

wind speedMAEs are generally small, as expected, even

without FDDA. Notice that on the 4-km grid, GFDDA

does not show improvement since analysis nudging is

not used. It is clear that the multiscale experiment,

MFDDAwSP, produced the smallest errors. The MEs

(not shown) indicated that the model wind speed tends

to be slightly greater than the observations. For example

on the 4-km grid, WRF wind speeds are 0.5m s21 too

large in all experiments except MFDDAwSP (i.e., only

;0.1m s21), which indicates the FDDA is slowing down

the wind speeds.

FIG. 6. WRF-simulated fields and the observed surface time se-

ries plot for Livermore for the winter PM case starting 1200 UTC

16 Dec and ending 1200 UTC 21 Dec 2000 for (a) temperature,

(b) wind speed, and (c) wind direction.
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The effectiveness of using FDDA is evident for the

upper air (Fig. 4). It is shown that for all four meteo-

rological fields, both analysis-nudging and obs-nudging

experiments alone significantly improve the model per-

formance, with obs nudging being more effective than

analysis nudging on finer grids. Both MFDDA experi-

ments that combine the analysis nudging on the 36- and

12-km grids with the obs nudging on all three grids pro-

duce the best results. The upper-air MEs (not shown)

indicate that model solutions overall, especially when

improved with FDDA, have little bias for any of the

four fields (e.g.,,1% forRH,,0.258C forT,,28 for wind
direction, and ,0.1ms21 for wind speed, for all grids).

Comparing MFDDA and MFDDAwSP shows an

added value of assimilating the special AQS observa-

tions and the wind profilers from the BAAQMD me-

teorological network. For the surface such an effect is

more evident for wind fields (Figs. 3c and 3d). For upper

air, the added value is evident for all fields (Fig. 4). It

should be noted that the added value is relatively small

since model errors have already been significantly re-

duced by assimilating WMO observations.

Note that the model verifications discussed above

were based on the entire set of the WMO and special

observations that have been assimilated. To demonstrate

the effectiveness of FDDA, it is important to show how

the model performs against the independent observa-

tions that were not assimilated. Table 5 shows the surface

MAE comparing NOFDDA and MFDDAwSP verified

against the independentAQSobservation dataset (i.e., 67

stations) for the winter PM case. Note that RH was not

available for this data source. It is shown that there is a

clear benefit in using FDDA for all fields and for all grids

(except for the 4-km-grid T).

Although the grid-wide statistics show that FDDA

improves the model skill, the model performance could

vary from region to region. It is the interest of BAAQMD

to spatially verify model solutions for specific subregions.

For this research, MAE scores are also computed for

the three subregions individually: 1) the SFBA, 2) the

SV, and 3) the SJV. It was found that the FDDAdid not

improve the surface wind directions for the SFBA as

much as for the entire grid (i.e., 148 improvement for

the entire 4-km grid versus 78 improvement for the

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for Sacramento. FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for Fresno.
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SFBA), most likely due to limited representativeness

in the observed surface wind directions due to the

complexity of the coastal characteristics, or insufficient

model resolutions. The same can be said for the RH

and the T in both the SV (i.e., 5% degradation in RH

and 0.28C degradation in T) and the SJV (i.e., no im-

provement in RH and 0.18C degradation in T ).

2) QUALITATIVE VERIFICATION

On the 36-km grid both NOFDDA and MFDDAwSP

are quite comparable with each other at the surface and

in the upper air. Both simulations do well in represent-

ing the locations of surface highs and lows, as well as the

temperatures and the flow along the coast and CV (not

shown). The ridges and highs at 850 and 500 hPa are also

well represented. FDDA allows the MFDDAwSP to

simulate the temperature gradient and the direction of

the flow in better agreement with the observations than

does the NOFDDA experiment.

On the 4-km grid the effects of FDDA are quite evi-

dent. Figure 5 shows sample plots of the simulated wind

field overlaid with the WMO observations on the entire

4-km grid. The plots are for 0000 UTC 17 December

2000, which is 12h into the simulation and during the

daytime (1600 PST on 16December 2000). The simulated

winds for NOFDDA show that even without FDDA the

model does a reasonable job of resolving the mesoscale

features that comprise this specific region. However,

NOFDDA (Fig. 5a) shows large wind direction errors

over theCV.At some locations the directions of thewinds

vary by as much as 908, such as near Bakersfield in the

TABLE 6. WRF-simulated surface-layer MAEs, for the summer

ozone case, averaged over the entire 5-day period and over the

entire grid for each grid, starting 1200 UTC 29 Jul and ending

1200 UTC 3 Aug 2000, comparing three LSMs.

36 km 12 km 4km

RH

Noah 12.1 12.5 11.8

RUC 13.0 12.8 14.1

Pleim–Xiu 12.2 13.2 12.4

Temperature

Noah 2.7 3.0 2.9

RUC 2.5 2.7 2.7

Pleim–Xiu 2.7 3.2 3.0

Wind direction

Noah 56 54 49

RUC 56 55 49

Pleim–Xiu 57 55 48

Wind speed

Noah 1.6 1.6 1.5

RUC 1.7 1.6 1.6

Pleim–Xiu 1.6 1.6 1.7

FIG. 9. Surface MAEs for the summer ozone case, averaged over the entire 5-day period and over the entire grid for each grid starting

1200 UTC 29 Jul and ending 1200 UTC 3 Aug 2000 comparing NOFDDA, MFDDA, and MFDDAwSP for the WRF-simulated fields:

(a) RH, (b) temperature, (c) wind direction, and (d) wind speed.
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southern SJV. InMFDDAwSP (Fig. 5b), the overall wind

patterns simulated by the model show better agreement

with the observations than for NOFDDA. Examples in-

clude the winds along the coast and over the ocean, in the

SV, and in the southern end of the SJV near Bakersfield.

The examination of particular observation sites can be

of importance to understanding how the meteorology of

a region can influence local stations. Three locations are

chosen: Livermore, Sacramento, and Fresno, each rep-

resenting a specific subregion mentioned above. Figure 6

shows the time series of the WRF-predicted first model

layer (;10m AGL) temperature and wind fields, com-

paring NOFDDA and MFDDAwSP with the observed

values at Livermore. For temperature (Fig. 6a), both

simulations do a good job of simulating the diurnal tem-

perature cycle in the daytime, and tend to have a warm

bias in the nighttime, which is reduced in MFDDAwSP.

The warm bias corresponds to calm wind periods at this

location (Fig. 6b), indicating that the PBL scheme may

fail to simulate the temperature under nighttime stable

conditions, or that the LSM inaccurately simulated the

surface heat fluxes. For wind speed (Fig. 6b), both obser-

vations and model simulations show weak diurnal varia-

tions, but there is little effect from using FDDA. The fact

that the wind speed observations show unrealistic oscilla-

tions at lower-speed ranges may indicate an instrument

issue. For wind direction (Fig. 6c), consistent with the

observations, both simulations show easterly flow,

representing the northeasterly flow that converges with

the northwesterly marine flow in the Livermore valley.

At Sacramento, both simulations developed the tem-

perature diurnal cycles and agreed very well with the

observations (Fig. 7a). The wind speeds were nearly calm

formost of the period, except during the second daywhen

the winds are very high (;12ms21) when a front passed

(Fig. 7b). The near-calm winds after the second day

represent the timewhen the high-PMepisode occurred in

the CV. Both simulations agreed very well with the ob-

servations throughout the period except they had slower

than observed wind speeds during the second day when

the front passed, and FDDAhas smaller biases. The wind

direction time series (Fig. 7c) shows both simulations had

the wind direction change between northwesterly and

northeasterly repeatedly, except for the second day,

where the winds were northerly when the front passed.

Notice that the wind direction adjusting due to use of

FDDA is somewhat evident (e.g., near 7, 72, and 84 h).

At Fresno, both simulations agreed well with the

temperature observations (Fig. 8a). During the second

day the front kept temperatures cool, and both simula-

tions had cold biases for about the first 70 h. There is no

evident benefit of using FDDA except for the first day.

For wind speed, the observations show high-frequency

oscillations throughout the period (Fig. 8b), indicating

potential instrument issues that require further investi-

gation. For wind direction, both simulations show clear

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for upper-air MAEs.
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diurnal signals with the wind directions (Fig. 8c), unlike

the wind speed. Winds are easterly at night, representing

the downslope flow off the Sierra Nevada, and westerly

during the day, representing the flow up the mountains.

With a limited number of observations, MFDDAwSP

seems to have a better level of agreement with the ob-

served wind directions.

b. Summer ozone case

1) QUANTITATIVE VERIFICATION

This case had synoptic conditions similar to those of

the winter case where there was very little moisture and

precipitation throughout the period. The same radiation

suite, RRTM/Dudhia, used for the winter case is also used

for this the summer ozone case, and similar to the winter

case, three LSMs are evaluated.

Table 6 shows the WRF-simulated surface MAE,

averaged over the entire 5-day period and over the en-

tire grid for each grid, comparing the Noah, RUC, and

the PX LSMs, for all four meteorological fields. Overall,

no particular LSM is better than the other two. Since the

PX scheme is developed by the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency and has been widely used for air

quality applications and worked for the winter case, it is

chosen as the land surface model for use in the FDDA

simulations for this case, along with the RRTM/Dudhia

radiation scheme.

Figure 9 shows theWRF-simulated surface MAEs for

all experiments. Comparing Figs. 9a and 9b shows that

using FDDA reduces the RH and temperature errors

TABLE 7. WRF-simulated surface MAEs verified against the

AQS independent dataset, for the summer ozone case, averaged

over the entire 5-day period and over the entire grid for each grid,

starting 1200 UTC 29 Jul and ending 1200 UTC 3 Aug 2000,

comparing NOFDDA and MFDDAwSP. Note that RH was

unavailable.

36 km 12km 4km

Temperature

NOFDDA 3.0 3.1 2.9

MFDDAwSP 2.8 2.8 2.7

Wind direction

NOFDDA 55 48 51

MFDDAwSP 51 38 39

Wind speed

NOFDDA 1.4 1.4 1.3

MFDDAwSP 1.3 1.2 1.2

FIG. 11. WRF-simulated surface layer winds on the 4-km grid overlaid with observations at

0000UTC 30 Jul 2000 fromMFDDAwSP. Note that the large open circles denote the locations

of the three WMO-upper air stations (Oakland, Reno, and Vandenberg Air Force Base), and

other symbols mark the locations of Livermore (L), Fresno (F), Sacramento (S), Bakersfield (B),

and Modesto (M). The background shading shows the terrain elevation (m).
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even though no FDDA is applied for mass fields within

the PBL. The largest relative improvement is in the wind

direction field (Fig. 9c), and only a slight improvement is

seen in the wind speed (Fig. 9d). The ME (not shown)

indicates that the model tends to be slightly more moist

(;15%) and cooler (;20.6 to 21.28C) than the obser-

vations. There is a very small bias for the wind direction

(,38) and the speed is slightly slower (,0.6m s21).

FDDA does not seem to reduce the bias.

Figure 10 shows that FDDA in the upper air has al-

lowed both MFDDA simulations to reduce the RH er-

rors (e.g., by;8% on the 4-km grid) and the temperature

errors (e.g., by 0.68C on the 4-km grid) relative to the

NOFDDA simulation (Figs. 10a and 10b). TheMFDDA

simulations also reduced the wind direction errors (e.g.,

by 188 on the 4-km grid in MFDDAwSP) and the wind

speed errors (e.g., by 1.5m s21 on the 4-km grid in

MFDDAwSP) relative to NOFDDA (Figs. 10c and

10d). TheME scores (not shown) indicate that the upper-

air biases for all four meteorological fields are much

smaller than the surface biases. The model has slight

biases in temperature, wind direction, and wind speed.

Overall, both FDDA experiments have smaller biases

than the NOFDDA experiment.

Similar to the winter case, the added value of assimi-

lating the special AQS surface observations can be shown

by comparing the MAEs of the model-simulated fields

between MFDDA and MFDDAwSP. For both surface

(Fig. 9) and upper-air (Fig. 10) cases, the benefit of using

the AQS data, though small, is evident in the wind fields,

especially on the finer grids.

Similar to the winter case, both NOFDDA and

MFDDAwSP are compared with the independent set of

72 observations that are not assimilated. Table 7 shows

the WRF-simulated surface MAEs, averaged over the

entire 5-day period and over the entire grid for each grid.

MFDDAwSP performs better than NOFDDA for all the

fields, showing slight improvement in the temperature

errors and the wind speed errors but showing somewhat

larger improvement in the wind direction errors. This

independent verification demonstrates again that multi-

scale FDDA is an effective technique for reducing model

errors and producing high-quality gridded mesoscale

analyses for use in air quality applications.

The statistics analysis for the subregions (not shown)

indicates that in the SFBA region both NOFDDA and

MFDDAwSP produce nearly the same errors for the

surface RH and temperature, with some slight degrada-

tions for MFDDAwSP. FDDA does improve the surface

wind direction and the wind speed due to the assimi-

lation of the surface wind observations. For the upper air,

FDDA reduces the errors on all four fields. Comparing

FIG. 12. WRF-simulated surface layer winds on the 4-km grid over a subregion covering the SJV overlaid with observations at

1800UTC 30 Jul 2000 for (a) NOFDDAand (b)MFDDAwSP. Note that the large open circle denotes the location of theVandenbergAir

Force BaseWMOupper-air station, and other symbols mark the locations of Livermore (L), Fresno (F), Sacramento (S), Bakersfield (B),

and Modesto (M). The background shading shows the terrain elevation (m).
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the SFBA statistics with that of the entire 4-km grid, it is

again found that the FDDA is not as effective over the

SFBA region. The MAEs for both the SV and SJV are

similar to those for the entire 4-km grids. MFDDAwSP

slightly improves RH, T, and wind speed while signifi-

cantly improving wind direction, unlike in the SFBA re-

gion. Note that there are no upper-air statistics available

for both regions because the only upper-air stations

within the 4-km grid are outside both subregions.

2) QUALITATIVE VERIFICATION

On the 36-km grid, both NOFDDAandMFDDAwSP

do a good job of simulating the surface synoptic condi-

tions throughout the period, similar to the winter case.

Both are in good agreement with the placement of highs

and lows, the temperature pattern, and the onshore and

offshore flows along the coast. However, at 850 hPa,

MFDDAwSP represents the pressure gradients around

the observed high off the coast of California better

than NOFDDA does (not shown) and also better rep-

resents the winds over the coast. At 500hPa, both simu-

lations do a reasonable job of representing the observed

patterns.

To demonstrate the model’s skill in representing the

typical daytime flow pattern, Fig. 11 shows the WRF-

simulated surface-layer winds on the entire 4-km grid at

0000 UTC 30 July 2000, 12 h into the simulation for

MFDDAwSP, representing the local afternoon con-

ditions. The simulated winds from both simulations

(NOFDDA not shown) follow the conceptual model

from Bao et al. (2008) for the daytime. The westerly

winds coming onshore over the SFBA represent the

incoming marine flow that passes through the Carqui-

nez Strait and into the CV, where it splits into twomain

branches (represented by the densely packed stream-

lines): 1) southerly flow up the SV and 2) northerly flow

with a low-level jet down the SJV. The heating of the

mountaintops all along the CV creates upslope flows.

At the southern end of the SJV the northerly mean flow

leaves the valley through the Tehachapi Mountains.

The effect of FDDA is demonstrated over the SJV in

Fig. 12 by the WRF-simulated surface-layer winds, at

1800 UTC 30 July 2000, when the daytime pattern has

developed in both simulations. The overall flow patterns

in both simulations are generally similar, but smaller-

scale details (e.g., upslope winds over Fresno area) are

FIG. 13. WRF-simulated winds on the 4-km grid at the ninth model level (i.e.,;300m above

the ground) at 1200UTC 30 July 2000 forMFDDAwSP. Note that the large open circles denote

the locations of the threeWMOupper-air stations (Oakland, Reno, andVandenbergAir Force

Base), and other symbols mark the locations of Livermore (L), Fresno (F), Sacramento (S),

Bakersfield (B), and Modesto (M). The background shading shows the terrain elevation (m).
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better defined in the MFDDAwSP. It is important to

show the model’s skill in simulating the low-level me-

soscale features (e.g., the Schultz eddy and Fresno eddy)

that has been well documented in previous modeling

studies (e.g., Seaman et al. 1995; Lin and Jao 1995; Bao

et al. 2008).

Figure 13 shows theWRF-simulatedwinds at 1200UTC

30 July 2000, 24h into the simulation, at about 300m

above the ground (i.e., the ninth model level from the

surface). MFDDAwSP represents the incoming marine

flow over the SFBA better than NOFDDA (not shown).

Both develop the downslope flow from the mountaintops

along the CV. This downslope flow then converges with

the main bulk northerly flow down both the SV and the

SJV. The downslope flow from the Sierra Nevada north-

east of Sacramento is southeasterly before crossing the

valley and turning northerly to converge with the mean

flow; this southerly flow and the northerly bulk flow de-

velop the Schultz eddy. The Schultz eddy is located just

northwest of Sacramento and appear farther south in

MFDDAwSP than in the NOFDDA, and thus agrees

better with the nighttime conceptual model from Bao

et al. (2008).

The existence of the Fresno eddy is demonstrated

in Fig. 14, which shows the simulated low-level winds

(at the same ninth model level from the surface) from

MFDDAwSP at 1200 UTC 1 August 2000. Both simu-

lations develop the Fresno eddy at this time. However,

NOFDDA also develops a second eddy over Bakers-

field, near the southern end of SJV (not shown), while

MFDDAwSP develops a second eddy near Modesto,

close to the northern end of the SJV.

Similar to the winter PM case, the same three loca-

tions are chosen to demonstrate the model skills at each

of the specific subregions. At Livermore in the SFBA,

the model well simulates the diurnal temperature cycles

throughout the 5-day period while there is a slight cold

bias in both simulations during the daytime (Fig. 15a).

At nighttime, NOFDDA tends to have warm biases that

are corrected by FDDA. In addition, the observations and

the model both show a slight warming trend throughout

the 5-day simulation. The model also does a good job of

simulating a diurnal pattern in the wind speeds where the

fastest winds occur during the day, although the simu-

lated wind speeds in both simulations are systematically

too slow during the daytime (Fig. 15b). MFDDAwSP

is in better phase with the observations than NOFDDA

in the morning. However, for wind direction (Fig. 15c),

the benefit of FDDA is not evident and there are no

clear diurnal cycles. In contrast, the nearby station of

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, but for WRF-simulated surface layer winds on the 4-km grid at the ninth

model level (i.e., ;300m above the ground) at 1200 UTC 1 Aug 2000 for MFDDAwSP.
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Pleasanton shows clear diurnal cycles between the brief

easterly flow in the morning and the persistent westerly

flow during the rest of the day (not shown). It is possible

that the difference between these two nearby stations is

caused by the fact that Pleasanton is closer to the

mountains to the west, while Livermore is located in the

middle of the valley so that the terrain effect is dominant

for Pleasanton. This terrain effect only lasts a few hours

before the bulk westerly flow takes over. The limited

representativeness of the observations likely causes

FDDA not to perform as well as it does for the whole

grid.

In the SV, both simulations do a good job of simulating

the diurnal temperature cycles and the warming trend

(Fig. 16a). During the first 3 days the model is slightly

cooler than the observations during the day, and the

benefit of FDDAappears evident only on the second day.

Forwind speed (Fig. 16b), the observeddiurnal variations

are well reproduced by both simulations. Notice that the

observations show that large wind speed oscillations oc-

cur during nearly every hour and MFDDAwSP also

follows these quick changes. Since these oscillations also

exist in NOFDDA, it is possible these are the signals of

the transient motions (e.g., gravity waves) passing though

the site. Similar oscillations are also seen in the observed

and modeled wind directions, and there is some apparent

benefit to using FDDA (Fig. 16c).

In the SJV (Fig. 17), at Fresno, both simulations tend

to be cooler than the observations by several degrees,

and no clear advantage is found with the use of FDDA

(Fig. 17a). This is probably due to the land surfacemodel

not properly representing the characteristics of the val-

ley region. It is also possible that the deep soil temper-

ature in the PX LSMwas not adequately spun up, which

can be made possible in the BAAQMD’s operational

model runs in the future. For wind speed (Fig. 17b),

similar to the winter PM case, the observations show

high-frequency oscillations, but the model does not sim-

ulate all the quick changes, unlike at Sacramento. Similar

to the observations, the model shows weak diurnal cycles

but tends to have lower speeds than the observations,

likely a response to cooler daytime temperatures and less

mixing from free atmospheric flow aloft. The model

develops a diurnal pattern for the wind direction, with

northeasterly winds during the night representing the

downslope flow from the Sierra Nevada and westerly

winds during the day representing the flow up the

mountains (Fig. 17c). Overall, MFDDAwSP is in better

agreement with the observations than NOFDDA.

c. Discussion on optimal radius of influence

The obs-nudging technique uses a radius of influence

to determine which individual observations have an in-

fluence on the model solution at each grid point. The

RIN is theoretically represented by the horizontal dis-

tance within which the model errors at different loca-

tions are correlated, and is normally chosen based on

previous modeling studies (Stauffer and Seaman 1994;

Deng et al. 2009). To verify that the RIN used in this

study is within a reasonable range, error correlations

were computed from 10 observation sites selected at

various locations within the 4-km grid. The temperature

innovations (i.e., the difference between the observation

and the model value) from the NOFDDA simulations at

those sites were used to calculate the correlation be-

tween pairs of sites for all the sites. Figure 18 shows the

correlation coefficients versus the horizontal distance

between various pairs of observation sites. Thirteen co-

efficients are shown to provide a good distribution of the

horizontal distances and to provide a good distribution

for high and low coefficients. For this experiment the

largest correlation is at 63 km, which indicates that the

selected RIN value (i.e., 50 km at the surface) used in

this research is reasonable.

FIG. 15. WRF-simulated fields and the observed surface time

series plot for Livermore, for the summer ozone case, starting

1200 UTC 29 Jul and ending 1200 UTC 3 Aug 2000, for (a) tem-

perature, (b) wind speed, and (c) wind direction.
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6. Conclusions

The goal of this research was to establish a recom-

mended configuration for the WRF modeling system

to be used at BAAQMD for its operational air quality

modeling applications that use the CMAQ model to

simulate the air-pollutant distributions over the SFBA

region. Various WRF sensitivity simulations were con-

ducted with varying model physics and FDDA strategies.

It was found based on both quantitative and qualitative

verifications that, for both the winter and summer cases,

WRF performs quite well in producing simulations that

have reasonable error statistics and in capturing the re-

alistic mesoscale features in the valleys.

The investigation began with setting up a baseline

configuration before FDDAwas applied throughout the

simulations. This was achieved by testing and evaluation

of different radiation schemes and land surface models.

It was found that both radiation suites and the four

LSMs performed similarly, with the exception that PX

LSM had a clear advantage for the winter PM case.

Therefore, for both the winter and summer cases, the

RRTM/Dudhia radiation suite and the PX LSM were

chosen for the baseline configuration, with which a

number of FDDA strategies were explored: 1) analysis

nudging, 2) obs nudging, and 3) a multiscale FDDA that

combined both analysis nudging and obs nudging. For the

winter PM, using FDDA reduced the model errors, with

the multiscale FDDA strategy producing the smallest

errors for all four fields. Similarly, for the summer ozone

case, the multiscale FDDA strategy significantly reduced

the mode errors. The FDDA simulations performed

better than the NOFDDA simulations when they were

compared over subregions within the 4-km grid but the

improvements were somewhat smaller for the SFBA re-

gion due to the complexity of the local topographical

features and the limited representativeness of the ob-

servations. The FDDA simulations also performed better

than the NOFDDA simulation when they were com-

pared against an independent dataset. For both winter

and summer cases, there was an advantage to using the

AQS observations in further improving the model solu-

tions, particularly in wind fields.

Qualitative analysis showed that even without FDDA,

WRF can represent the humidity, temperature, and wind

fields reasonably well for both cases. On the large scale

FIG. 16. As in Fig. 15, but for Sacramento. FIG. 17. As in Fig. 15, but for Fresno.
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the locations of WRF-simulated high and low pressure

regions on the 36-km grid were well placed and the

large-scale wind patterns were consistent with the ob-

servations. Using the multiscale FDDA strategy im-

proved the wind patterns the most, and troughs and

ridges were simulated with a good degree of accuracy.

On the 4-km grid even without FDDA, WRF was shown

to simulate the mesoscale wind patterns reasonably well

for both cases. The simulations with and without FDDA

can develop the upslope and downslope flows that oc-

cur along the mountains that surround the CV, as well

as the mesoscale eddies within the valley. The multi-

scale FDDA simulations develop the mesoscale eddies

in better agreement with the observations than do the

non-FDDA experiments.

To help evaluate the WRF performance in each sub-

region, times series at a selected site within each sub-

region were analyzed. It was found that in the SFBA,

WRF showed a nighttime warm bias along with a slight

cold bias during the daytime for the winter PM case, and

a slight warm bias at nighttime for the summer ozone

case. FDDA, in general, corrects these surface temper-

ature biases despite temperature data not being assim-

ilated into the PBL. For the surface winds, the effect of

FDDA was not evident, except that for the summer

ozone case, FDDA tried to correct the phase error in the

wind speed duringmorning times. In Sacramento,WRF,

with and without FDDA, developed the temperature

diurnal cycle and agreed very well with the observations

for both winter PM and for summer ozone cases. For

wind fields, both simulations (for both cases) agreed

quite well with the observations throughout the period,

and FDDA had a somewhat positive effect in causing

the model to track the observations. For the summer

ozone case, there were transient waves shown in both the

model and observations. In the SJV, for both the winter

PM and summer ozone cases, WRF showed systematic

cold biases at Fresno. The use of FDDA did not com-

pletely resolve this issue. For surface winds, theWRFwas

able to reproduce the observed up- and downslope mo-

tions, as well as the diurnal variations. The multiscale

FDDA simulations agree better with the observations

than does the non-FDDA simulation.

Ten observation sites were chosen at various locations

within the 4-km grid, and the temperature innovation

values from the non-FDDA model simulation at those

sites were used to calculate the error correlation between

two sites. Results showed that the 50-km RIN value

used in the obs nudging of the surface observations was

reasonable.

Future research will include simulations with im-

proved model resolution, especially over the SFBA, and

improved FDDA strategies such as the new, advanced,

hybrid nudging–ensemble Kalman filter method de-

veloped at Penn State (Lei et al. 2012). This hybrid ap-

proach automatically and objectively determines the

nudging weights, and the effective horizontal and vertical

radii of influence based on the ensemble error covariance

statistics and, thus, removes the requirement for defining

ad hoc nudging weights and radii of influence. Future

FIG. 18. Model error correlation coefficient vs horizontal distance between various pairs of

surface observation sites.
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work will also include better deep soil temperature ini-

tialization by running the model for at least 10 days.
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